Abstract – Understanding motivation theory can support engineering educators in effective course design and provide insight into the individual and contrasting motivations of engineering students. This paper explores why there is value for educators to understand motivation theory and how learner orientations influence motivation. A categorization of 2010-2018 CEEA conference proceedings that address student motivation then sets the background for how instructors can use motivation theory to inform course design in lower level technical courses, upper level technical courses, design courses, and assessment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a 2018 survey with engineering faculty across Canada, 53% of respondents indicated student motivation as one of the top 5 challenges of their work [1]. Additionally, at the 2018 CEEA conference, there were four times as many papers that addressed “student motivation” than the average from 2010 to 2017.

Student motivation, one of the affective elements of student learning, appears to be a relevant and important topic for Canadian engineering educators. One of the challenges, however, is that there is no unified theory of motivation, and many publications that address the topic do not rely on a theoretical framework [2]. Several publications have helped bridge this gap including an approachable framework that can be used as a starting point for engineering education researchers [3], a 2015 systematic review of motivation theory in engineering education research [2], and an exploration of the relationship between motivation theories, achievement, and career plans for engineering students in [4].

This paper explores how motivation theory can support engineering course design. Section two of this paper will briefly explore one framework that captures many of the current theories around student motivation. Section three explores how learner orientations influence motivation. Section four is a brief categorization of CEEA conference proceedings since 2010 that address student motivation.

Section five of this paper explores how motivation theory can be used as a resource for curriculum design.

This paper is not intended to be a thorough overview of motivation theory nor curriculum development, but rather an introduction to the importance, and variability, of their intersection in Canadian engineering classrooms.

2. IMPORTANCE OF MOTIVATION IN LEARNING

This paper takes a constructivist view of learning, which states that learning occurs within the learner, is unique to that learner, and depends on what the learner pays attention to [5].

According to [6], motivation is “the process whereby goal directed activities are instigated and sustained.” While a student can learn without being motivated, and a motivated student can fail to learn, motivation increases attention, makes a student less distractible, increases persistence (in combination with volition), and supports metacognition [5].

Understanding motivation theory can help identify why a learning intervention may or may not be working, and account for the individual differences between students.

While there is no unifying theory of motivation, there are several frameworks that group them in ways that allow for practical use. The framework chosen for this paper focuses on 4 categories of motivation as defined by Eccles and Wigfield [7], and described in [2]. There are many great resources that expand on these theories including [5]. A very brief summary is provided in Table 1 below. Table 1 also provides examples of questions a student may be asking themselves (consciously or unconsciously), and the connection to curriculum design. The elements of table 1 will be expanded in Section 5.

Students may engage in a task because they think they will be successful, they believe it will serve them in the future, it matches their values, is inherently interesting, or a combination of many other reasons. Thus motivation is fluid, individual, and multi-dimensional. If motivation is this complex, the question follows: is it possible for educators to design curricula that will motivate entire cohorts of students?
Table 1: Expectancy theories and relevance to course design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description (adapted from [5])</th>
<th>Questions students might be asking themselves (adapted from [5])</th>
<th>Relevance to course design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Expectancy theories</strong></td>
<td>• Will this be too hard?</td>
<td>Increasing a student’s belief they will be successful may increase the likelihood they will engage in the material and therefore improve learning outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• How likely is it that I will succeed?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• How did a previous, similar project go?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Can I see other students like me succeeding?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Does this activity make me nervous or excited?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Theories around reasons for engagement</strong></td>
<td>• How can I show mastery?</td>
<td>Helping students understand how to show mastery, providing opportunities for choice, and helping students feel like they belong to a community of learners can help them become more intrinsically motivated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• How much control will I have?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Will my group be fun to work with?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Will my team help me?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Will I enjoy this?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Theories that integrate expectancy and value</strong></td>
<td>• What do I get if this goes well?</td>
<td>Helping students understand the value of a learning task, and adapting tasks so they more easily relate to student’s values can also improve motivation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Will this impress others?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Is this a good way to develop myself?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Will this get in the way of my other goals?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Do I have enough time?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Will this increase my chances of getting a job?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Theories that integrate motivation and cognition</strong></td>
<td>• How will I fit this into my day?</td>
<td>Increasing motivation can increase the self-directed behavior that leads to better outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Is this a priority for me?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. LEARNER ORIENTATIONS

One way to increase the likelihood of motivating an entire cohort of students is to acknowledge that students have many different reasons to pursue engineering. They have different expectations, learning needs, and prior knowledge.

This section presents only two orientation frameworks, there are many other ways to further describe learner orientations. The intention here is to emphasize the potentially significant individual differences between students.
3.1. Goal Orientation

If a student’s primary goal is to learn, they are considered to have a mastery orientation. Mastery learners are more likely to ask for help, take on big challenges, and learn from mistakes. Ultimately they want to learn, and are less worried about how they look in order to get there [5].

Performance learners however, have a primary goal of doing better than others. They are more likely to use surface learning approaches, avoid mistakes, and choose tasks they know they can accomplish [5]. Their focus is on appearing competent, which can interfere with learning.

Mastery and performance goal orientations are not mutually exclusive, and a student may experience conflicting orientations for the same task. For example, they may truly want to learn something, but are afraid of looking incompetent, and therefore do not ask a necessary question that would improve their learning.

Engineering is a professional degree, and attracts both students who love engineering (mastery orientation) and students who are more focused on wanting to be an engineer (performance orientation). Recognizing the distinction can help educators understand student behaviour.

3.2. Career Orientation

The type of career a student is hoping to pursue will also affect their motivation. As noted in [10], engineering graduates group into four non-exclusive career pathways: operations, technological innovation, research, and teaching. While an engineering degree can prepare students for any of these pathways, different skills and attributes are dominant for each. It is important for faculty to remember that the key skills and attributes in their personal career are not the same as those for all engineering pathways.

Additionally, not everyone who completes an engineering degree is interested in pursuing engineering at all [4], as students use engineering as a foundation for careers in law, medicine, and business.

A student’s orientation will influence their academic values and priorities, which drive motivation and behaviour. When faculty embrace the diverse ways that students find to make engineering meaningful, they can better understand their student’s development processes, and create appropriate learning opportunities [11]. Otherwise, engineering students experience dissonance between their personal understanding of engineering and their education experience, and will struggle to find value in the learning.

4. CANADIAN LANDSCAPE

Before looking at how motivation theory can best be used to improve curriculum development, it is important to look at the current Canadian landscape.

A search of the CEEA Conference Proceedings [12] resulted in 50 papers that used the term “student motivation”. While the average number of papers using this term from 2010-2017 was only 4, 2018 saw a sharp increase with 16 papers using the term.

Each paper was read and categorized based on the type of course it was referring to, and how it attempted to improve student motivation. One paper was removed as being unrelated.

4.1. Results of paper categorization (49 total papers)

The results of the paper categorization are shown in Table 2. Note there is some subjectivity in this categorization, and one paper may fall into more than one category.

The intention of Table 2 is to provide a quick birds-eye view of the discussion around student motivation in the CEEA community.

Table 2: 2010-2018 CEEA Proceedings with the term “student motivation”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Intervention</th>
<th>Type of course</th>
<th>CEEA-ACEG Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>Design Courses</td>
<td>[13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Introductory Technical Courses</td>
<td>[26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upper Level Technical Courses</td>
<td>[32], [33], [34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case Studies, Real-World Labs, Service Learning</td>
<td>[26], [32], [15], [17], [28], [34], [31], [35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Course Delivery</td>
<td>[26], [27], [29], [36], [37], [30], [33], [38], [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory Based or Survey Results</td>
<td>[11], [45], [46], [47], [10], [19], [48], [1], [39], [49], [24], [25], [50], [51], [52]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-class activities</td>
<td>[53], [54], [55], [56], [57], [58]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
While there have been many successful interventions that improved student motivation discussed in the CEEA 2010-2018 proceedings, the relevant motivation theory behind each intervention is often missing. Understanding motivation theory may not be necessary to create an effective learning environment, however, it can help understand why an intervention is or is not working, and ensure resources are being used effectively [5]. In the next section, we will explore how each motivation influences different aspects of course design.

5. INTEGRATING MOTIVATION THEORY AND COURSE DESIGN

In this section we will look at how the first three categories of motivation theory from Table 1 can support course design. Curriculum development is multi-faceted and complex, and motivation theory can help educators understand how a learning intervention may affect students in different ways.

5.1. Motivation Theory and Introductory Technical Courses

There are many factors to consider when designing introductory courses, in particular, that prior knowledge and expectations of incoming students vary greatly. Many engineering students were the top of their class in high school, and may not have been challenged academically, meaning they may have succeeded while relying on poor study strategies. They are often mentally and emotionally unprepared for engineering, which results in high levels of stress and anxiety, and reduced motivation [52].

5.1.1 Expectancy Theory. First year engineering is an important time to establish and support students in developing high self-efficacy for challenging technical problems that require applying knowledge in new ways. Many incoming students have beliefs that problem solving should be fast, and if they can’t solve problems quickly, they don’t understand, or will never understand [59].

First year engineering is a critical time to show students that not knowing an answer right away is ok, sitting and trying to reason through a problem without a solution manual is worth the effort, and not understanding a concept right away does not mean they will be unable to understand.

Appreciating this represents a shift in beliefs for many engineering students who are accustomed to understanding things quickly, and getting near-perfect grades, will enable educators to support them to build the confidence to sit with hard problems, which will have recursive benefits throughout their degree.

This fine balance can be achieved when educators ensure students are exposed to challenging problems right away, and then scaffold the learning experience. Providing multiple forms of assessment, ipsative feedback [16], credit for attempting a harder problem even if the solution is not correct, and providing examples of peers who first struggled and ultimately found success, can all support students in building self-efficacy for engineering problem solving.

Incoming students also have a wide range of prior knowledge. Understanding that a first year student may be struggling because of something outside of their control such as limited resources at their high school, can help to support students who may struggle initially but have strong potential. I.e. if a student had poor exposure to calculus in high school, and struggle in the first few weeks, they may deem themselves unfit for engineering, when the reality is they have just as much potential, and are simply less prepared than their peers.

5.1.2 Reasons for Engagement. The curriculum for first year at most Canadian engineering schools is prescribed by the institution, which means students have low autonomy in course selection. For institutions with a common core first year, students may feel even less autonomy. In [45], teachers reflected that it was difficult to motivate 1st and 2nd year students in these mandated courses. Providing students with flexibility, such as multiple methods of assessment or choice of project, can help increase student autonomy within mandated courses. For additional information on increasing variety and choice of learning tasks, see [60].

Students who are new to engineering are trying to fit-in with their peers, therefore cultivating relatedness through communities of practice is very important. Engineering culture is generally very good at cultivating communities of practice through extracurricular opportunities, but examining if minority groups are able to find healthy communities of practice at each institution is critical.

Keeping courses novel, and making sure to present the more interesting areas of a subject can improve intrinsic motivation in lower level technical courses. It was found in [26] that by introducing some harder but more interesting concepts in a first year course, they were able to better motivate students.

Real world labs were frequently reflected in CEEA proceedings to increase intrinsic motivation.

Flipped learning can improve autonomy, competence, and interest. Autonomy is increased because students can control when they watch the videos, at what speed, and which ones. Competence is increased because students can review material several times without having to ask a question in front of the whole class. Interest is impacted because students can choose which material is more interesting to them and invest more time as desired. By using flipped learning, the authors of [14] were able to introduce more technical concepts earlier in the course, which allowed time for a more interesting design project at the end of the course.
A successful example of improving the interest and intrinsic value for a course for all students is outlined in [26], where they successfully implemented open ended design projects to an introductory circuits course. A significant reshuffling of the course was required, where lectures were decreased from 3 to 2 hours per week, and lab time was doubled.

5.1.3. Integration of expectancy and value. First year students often lack time, which means that activities that take a long time and do not count for a large part of an assessment - even when students are intrinsically motivated - may have too high of a relative cost to attempt. If an activity with high cost is being prescribed (either time, mental energy, or stress), it is important to help students understand the value of the task.

Incoming students will have differing views on what is means to be an engineer. Attainment theory states that if a learning task matches a student’s perceptions of what engineering is, they are more likely to engage [11]. This means providing examples that relate to all possible career goals, or various disciplines (for example in an introductory circuits course, the instructor could explain how electrical engineering relates to civil and chemical engineering).

It has been found that if a task aligns with a student’s sense of self (attainment value), they are more likely to persist [2]. For some situations, it may be important to shift the curriculum to meet the students’ values. However, incoming students typically have a limited understanding of what engineering is, or what it means to be an engineer [11]. Perhaps there are situations where student values are misplaced and are not supporting their learning, in which case, it may be more important to support students in expanding their understanding of themselves as engineers. For example, a student may perceive good grades as the marker of a good engineering student, and therefore use study strategies such as solution manuals to learn patterns and perform well on exams. However, if a student believes strong problem solving to be the marker of a good engineering student, and understands how solution manuals can inhibit that development, they may be less keen to partake.

Providing opportunities for first year students to pursue projects that are intrinsically motivated can improve overall engineering motivation; however, the perceived attainment and utility value of grades conflicts and often overpowers intrinsic value. If a student spends their Saturday participating in a club or team, it means they are not spending their Saturday studying. Many high achieving students, who hold grades with the highest value, will not feel comfortable making that trade off. Educators can reflect on whether they are creating engineering cultures that reinforce the utility value of grades, or if there is space for students to explore the interest value of a self-directed project.

Since value based constructs are individual, opportunities for students to develop metacognition so that they may self-assess and reflect on their learning and goals may be vital to sustaining persistence and motivation through an engineering degree [39], [49], [61] [11].

5.2. Motivation Theory and Upper Level Technical Courses

Only three papers addressed student motivation in upper level technical courses. While educators may feel it is not their responsibility to motivate upper year students, their role has shifted to the dual role of supporting student learning in the classroom, and also preparing students to become a practicing professionals [62].

5.2.1 Expectancy. In upper level courses, students will likely have more solidified self-efficacy beliefs based on performance in previous courses. Understanding if a student is not engaging in a course due to low self-efficacy (as opposed to, for example, laziness) can help the instructor better support that student.

Helping students develop increased self-efficacy for self-directed learning will support them when they graduate and also support lifelong learning. This means creating opportunities for students to self-direct their learning, and then reinforcing when it is done well. If opportunities for self-directed learning were not provided in lower level courses, students may feel very uncomfortable with this idea, in which case it is critical to provide the opportunities, and support them through it. This would look like allowing students to design a lab instead of prescribing one, choosing which area of a topic to master, and providing alternative assessments such as an oral exams or a written paper.

5.2.2 Reasons for engagement. Students are preparing to graduate and will be looking for opportunities to be autonomous, in particular if they are returning from internships or co-op. Students may be more particular about which courses they want to master, and which ones they do not see as relevant to their individual goals.

While students often have more autonomy over their courses in upper years, and are thus more intrinsically motivated about the material, if course assessments do not align with learning outcomes, students may revert to surface level learning “in order to pass the course and graduate”.

5.2.3 Integration of expectancy and value. Students are preparing to graduate and now have competing demands on their time as they look for work. Their time and attention is split between classroom goals and the immediacy of finding work, which will influence the relative cost of learning activities.
Helping students see their individual strengths is very powerful in upper year courses, as students are looking for things that will impress future employers, and help them contribute beyond the classroom. Understanding the various orientations of students can help educators create those connections, and help students understand the real world value of their learning (not only the academic or research applications). Describing learning outcomes in ways that relate to employment opportunities can help students see the value in upper year courses [21]. If course assessment aligns with a student’s career goals, they could see double attainment and utility value of the task.

5.3. Motivation Theory and Design Courses

5.3.1 Expectancy. Many students choose engineering because they have good math and science scores in high school. Some of these students will not have been exposed to open ended or design problems, and in general, incoming students are not confident in their design skills [46].

The ambiguity of design courses can cause confusion and frustration [46], which may result in low self-efficacy and students who display risk aversion in their design courses. These students may be struggling due to lack of exposure, not inability, and therefore supporting them through this transition with encouragement and low-risk assessment can help bolster self-efficacy.

Helping students manage the discomfort and uncertainty of open ended design projects through coaching and scaffolding, in particular with team composition and task difficulty in their early years will improve self-efficacy beliefs and have a recursive benefit for the rest of their degree [61, 64]. Showing examples of how other students initially struggled and then found success can help boost vicarious learning experiences for students.

Prior knowledge in design elements can vary greatly, with one student having had the opportunity to participate in a robotics club, learn to 3D print and use Solidworks in high school, and another student having had none of these experiences [21].

Understanding that some students being excited and others anxious within the same design course is not necessarily due to lack of interest or skill. Providing multiple paths for success in these open ended courses can help diverse students engage in the material.

Educators can use capstone design projects to increase student self-efficacy for real-world projects. The flexibility of a capstone can also enable educators to find and emphasize the various unique strengths of each student, and ensure they graduate with strong self-efficacy in workplace related skills.

5.3.2 Reasons for engagement. While it can be easier to increase autonomy in design courses, remember that design could be a new experience for many students. Students want to feel competent, and if it is not clear how to demonstrate mastery within the course (unclear rubric, or design constraints are unclear), students may be less motivated. Creating specific rubrics for intermediate steps in design allow for better feedback, and provide students with a better understanding of how to prove competency [22].

Keeping the project more open-ended increases the chance for students to choose an intrinsically motivated topic, but if the grading does not match the flexibility, the benefit will be negated.

Design projects are often done in groups, and team dynamics are complex. From the perspective of relatedness, students are trying to fit-in with their group and gain approval from their peers. This could result in some students shying away from sharing their opinion or fully participating.

5.3.3 Integration of expectancy and value. Design projects are often time intensive. It is imperative to help students understand the value of investing that time, and it is critical that assessment align with the goal of the course. For example, do students receive credit for a functional design, or an innovative design that may not be fully functional?

If the design project aligns with the student’s perception of engineering, for example, if success in the project makes them feel like an engineer, they are more likely to be motivated to engage.

Design projects require a tolerance for ambiguity and stress, and a need for self-confidence, all which have a high relative cost for students. Integrating these affective factors in formal open-ended problem solving frameworks can encourage students to develop skills to manage them and reduce the relative cost [46].

For capstone design projects, it is essential that students connect the skills developed in the project with skills that will be used in their future career. This could mean expanding the scope of capstone projects to embrace more employment trajectories.

Integrating other courses such as communication into a design course can increase the chance for more students to find value in the project [36].

5.4. Motivation Theory and Assessments

Assessments in higher education are tangible and omnipresent. Students rely on them to guide their behaviour, provide feedback, and gauge their progress. However, as explored in Section 3, too much emphasis on assessment can drive students to engage in surface level learning, and avoid risk taking or challenging problems.

5.4.1 Expectancy. While self-efficacy is internal to the student, it can be influenced by their grades, i.e. receiving a good grade in a design course can help support design
self-efficacy. This is why authentic and aligned assessment is critical to developing engineers with accurate self-efficacy beliefs. For example, if a student has a good grasp of conceptual understanding but the assessments do not provide an appropriate way to demonstrate it, this student may not attempt a related task, because they do not feel they will be successful.

Ipsative assessment, which means measuring student progress, as opposed to assessments which is set against a uniform standard, can support confidence and motivation [16], which support increased self-efficacy.

Pre-assessments help educators understand if a particular learning activity is new for their students. If students have never tried something before, they may have low self-efficacy, and showing students exemplars who have succeeded can help students develop self-efficacy through vicarious experience.

5.4.2 Reasons for engagement. Grades provide both attainment value and utility value, and are therefore the easiest aspect of motivation to control as an instructor. However, grades are external motivators, and a student who was initially intrinsically motivated, may shift orientation in order to complete a task for the grades. Finding the balance of assigning grades and encouraging motivation is not trivial.

5.4.3 Integration of expectancy and value. Students evaluate the cost of spending time on one activity over another. For example, a great assignment that is assigned during exam week may fail to engage students because they lack time, not because it is a poor design [42].

What educators choose to assess within a course validates both those concepts and the correlated behavior.

While summative assessments play a vital role in engineering curricula, there is a need to support self-reflection, self-assessment, and metacognition [49], [61]. Equipping students with these tools allows them to make more accurate value-based assessments, and ensure they are partaking in the tasks most aligned with their future goals. Using multiple assessments simultaneously, such as SPQ (Study process questionnaire), ASI (Approaches to Study Inventory), CMT (Concept Mapping Technique), and ROM (Recursive Object Modeling) can help support the assessment and development of these affective domains [13].

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Through 9 years of the CEEA conference, many different interventions have been discussed and implemented to improve student motivation, such as flipped learning, integrated courses, case studies, and real-world labs.

While all of these interventions are intended to increase student motivation, ultimately it is the student who must choose to engage and go through the learning process. Understanding motivation theory can help educators develop interventions that support the largest number of students.

Opportunities for students to develop metacognition so they may self-assess and reflect on their individual learning and goals appears to be critical to sustaining persistence and intrinsic motivation through an engineering degree [39], [49], [61].

Educators can collaborate with incoming cohorts to co-create their vision for engineering, including meaningful challenges, shared values, and identities. Otherwise, students may be left with a sense of dissonance, where their education experience does not match their understanding of engineering [25].

A well-motivated student may still struggle to learn due to a wide variety of factors, including a lack of organization, poor study strategies, poor metacognition, or feeling unsupported. However, finding ways to motivate students can help them persist through challenges, focus on important tasks, and find meaning in their education.
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